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construction. Their amor proprius was offended by this as they thought it evinced an undeserved preference, and jealousies and enmities accordingly sprang up among his supporters in Tennessee many of which were never healed. Major Doiielson, a nephew of Mrs. Jackson, whose wife was also her neice, and who had been from his infancy a member of the General's, family—a man moreover of much more ability than he had credit for—partook largely of this feeling. The seeds of dissatisfaction with and opposition to the first act of the President were thus extensively and deeply sown not only in his own. State but in his immediate household.
There was another, perhaps I should say a higher class—a class at all events moved by higher considerations and looking to graver objects—which shared freely in the prevailing discontent. When these latter came to canvass the materials of which the new Cabinet was composed and the circumstances under which it was formed they thought they saw in them the evidence of a design on the part of ° the President-elect to counteract Presidential aspirations which his popularity had caused to be suspended, but the realization of which at the end of his first term, was confidently anticipated.
The hostile feelings towards the new Cabinet, at its start, entertained by these branches of malcontents were, in variously modified forms, extended to the President himself and, in the sequel, especially to the individual whose advancement was supposed—how correctly will be hereafter seen—to have been, the main object in its formation. It was not long before they found vent and thro' the same channel. Major Eaton,1 the new Secretary of War had married a young widow2 of much beauty and considerable smartness in respect to whose relations with himself before marriage, and whilst she was the wife of another, there had been unfavourable reports. A question was on that account raised as to her fitness for the social position otherwise due to the wife of a member of the Cabinet, her unworthiness alleged, with various degrees of publicity, and her exclusion from fashionable society insisted on. The President whilst willing and at all times avowedly ready to open the door to the severest scrutiny as to the facts, but confiding in her innocence with a sincerity that no man doubted, resented these doings, with the spirit and resolution natural to him on all occa-

